MaGICC baryon cycle: the enrichment history of simulated disc galaxies
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ABSTRACT
Using cosmological galaxy formation simulations from the MaGICC (Making Galaxies in a Cosmological Context) project, spanning stellar mass from $\sim 10^7$ to $3 \times 10^{10} M_\odot$, we trace the baryonic cycle of infalling gas from the virial radius through to its eventual participation in the star formation process. An emphasis is placed upon the temporal history of chemical enrichment during its passage through the corona and circumgalactic medium. We derive the distributions of time between gas crossing the virial radius and being accreted to the star-forming region (which allows for mixing within the corona), as well as the time between gas being accreted to the star-forming region and then ultimately forming stars (which allows for mixing within the disc). Significant numbers of stars are formed from gas that cycles back through the hot halo after first accreting to the star-forming region. Gas entering high-mass galaxies is pre-enriched in low-mass proto-galaxies prior to entering the virial radius of the central progenitor, with only small amounts of primordial gas accreted, even at high redshift ($z \sim 5$). After entering the virial radius, significant further enrichment occurs prior to the accretion of the gas to the star-forming region, with gas that is feeding the star-forming region surpassing $0.1 Z_\odot$ by $z = 0$. Mixing with halo gas, itself enriched via galactic fountains, is thus crucial in determining the metallicity at which gas is accreted to the disc. The lowest mass simulated galaxy ($M_{\text{vir}} \sim 2 \times 10^{10} M_\odot$, with $M_\star \sim 10^7 M_\odot$), by contrast, accretes primordial gas through the virial radius and on to the disc, throughout its history. Much like the case for classical analytical solutions to the so-called ‘G-dwarf problem’, overproduction of low-metallicity stars is ameliorated by the interplay between the time of accretion on to the disc and the subsequent involvement in star formation – i.e. due to the inefficiency of star formation. Finally, gas outflow/metal removal rates from star-forming regions as a function of galactic mass are presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The formation, accretion, and expulsion of metals leave important chemical imprints within the stellar and gas-phase components of galaxies. These signatures, including, for example, abundance ratios, metallicity distribution functions (MDFs), and spatially resolved abundance gradients, can be used to constrain the baryonic cycle within galaxies – that is, the infall of gas into a system, its involvement in star formation, and its potential outflow via energy- and/or momentum-driven winds. This cycle, and how it is affected by the mass, environment, and accretion history of the host halo in which a galaxy resides, lies at the heart of galaxy formation.

Chemical evolution models follow the creation and evolution of metals, accounting for the accretion of pristine and pre-enriched gas at rates that are constrained in order to match the observed
chemical abundance properties of galaxies (e.g. Timmes, Woosley & Weaver 1995; Gibson 1997; Chiappini, Matteucci & Romano 2001; Fenner & Gibson 2003), as well as properties such as luminosities, star formation rates, and colours. Whilst providing important insights, such models lack the dynamical/kinematic information required for a more comprehensive model of galaxy formation. Models such as Samland, Hensler & Theis (1997) incorporate chemical evolution into a dynamical model of the galaxy, including the mixing of metals in the interstellar medium (ISM), and in the case of Samland & Gerhard (2003), within a growing dark matter halo. One way that chemical evolution modelling can incorporate the full merging and mass evolution history within a cosmological context is via semi-analytic models. Gas accretion and, therefore, star formation, are tied to the growth and merging histories of dark matter haloes, thereby allowing chemical enrichment to be traced (e.g. Calura & Menci 2009; Arrigoni et al. 2010). See Benson (2010) for a review of various ways of modelling galaxy formation, and their advantages and disadvantages.

An even more self-consistent framework can be constructed by embedding star formation, feedback, and chemical enrichment within fully cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation. Indeed, there is a rich vein of literature linking chemical evolution and hydrodynamics in such a manner (e.g. Steinmetz & Mueller 1994; Berczik 1999; Kawata & Gibson 2003; Springel & Hernquist 2003; Bailin et al. 2005; Renda et al. 2005; Martínez-Serrano et al. 2008; Sawala et al. 2010; Kobayashi & Nakasato 2011; Few et al. 2012; Tissera, White & Scannapieco 2012).

However, simulations on cosmological scales cannot resolve the complex processes occurring within a multiphase ISM, where the volume is dominated by hot, diffuse gas while most of the mass lies in cold, dense clouds. Several methods of modelling the ISM within the sub-grid have been developed. Hultman & Pharasyn (1999) used hot and cold phases, and allowed them to interact through radiative cooling and evaporation of the cold clouds. Pearce et al. (2001) set temperature boundaries to decouple cold and hot phases. Springel & Hernquist (2003) developed an analytic model for the sub-grid scale, regulating star formation in a multiphase ISM within a simulation particle. Semelin & Combes (2002) consider a warm gas phase, treated as a continuous fluid using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), and a cold gas phase, treated by a low-dissipation sticky particle component. Harfst, Theis & Hensler (2006) also used a multiphase ISM, including condensation, evaporation, drag, and energy dissipation, and a star formation efficiency that is dependent on the ISM properties. Scannapieco et al. (2006, see also Marri & White 2003) include a scheme whereby particles with different thermodynamic properties do not see each other as neighbours, allowing hot, diffuse gas to coexist with cold, dense gas. Pelupessy, Papadopoulos & van der Werf (2006) formulate a sub-grid model for gas clouds that use cloud scaling relations, and tracks the formation of H2 on dust grains and its destruction by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, including the shielding by dust and H2 self-shielding, as well as its collisional destruction in the warm neutral medium. Thacker & Couchman (2001) disallowed radiative losses for 30 Myr from particles which had just been heated by supernovae (SNe), with hot and cold gas coexisting on larger scales, and allowing a wind to develop. Stinson et al. (2006) developed this model further by using the blast-wave model for SNe (McKee & Ostriker 1977) to relate the time-scale of the ‘adiabatic’ phase to the local density and pressure of the star-forming region.

Within our Making Galaxies in a Cosmological Context (MaGICC) project, we have simulated a suite of galaxies using the cosmological hydrodynamical galaxy formation code GASOLINE, and included blast-wave SN feedback, as well as ionizing feedback from massive stars prior to their explosion as SNe. As discussed in our earlier work, these MaGICC galaxies have the star formation and feedback parameters (see Section 2) tuned to match the stellar mass–halo mass relation. The simulations then match a wide range of galaxy scaling relations (Brook et al. 2012b), over a stellar mass ranging from $2 \times 10^8$ to $3 \times 10^{10} M_\odot$ (Table 1). Further, the simulations expel sufficient metals to match local observations (Prochaska et al. 2011; Tumlinson et al. 2011) of O vi in the circumgalactic medium (Brook et al. 2012c; Stinson et al. 2012), and have been shown to match the evolution of the stellar mass–halo mass relation (Stinson et al. 2013b; Kannan et al. 2014), as derived in abundance matching studies (Moster, Naab & White 2013).

We showed in Pilkington et al. (2012), and return to below, that our MaGICC simulations do not suffer from any ‘G-dwarf problem’ – i.e. an overproduction of low-metallicity stars relative to the number observed in nature. Further constraints on our simulations are provided by the so-called ‘near-field cosmology’: our simulations have appropriately low-mass stellar haloes for their mass and morphological type (see Brook et al. 2004), and abundance ratios which mimic those found in the Milky Way thick and thin discs (Brook et al. 2012c; Stinson et al. 2013a).

This confluence of simulations with observations places necessary constraints on the particular baryon cycle, a cycle which can be measured directly within simulations. What we wonder is, for models that match a range of $z = 0$ relations (see also McCarthy et al. 2012; Aumer et al. 2013, which match at least a sub-set of the relations matched by our simulations), how many degeneracies in the baryon cycle are possible? If a fundamentally different feedback implementation also matches $z = 0$ observations, can it have totally different baryon cycle from ours? By providing quantitative measures of this cycle, we aim to facilitate comparisons with other models, particularly those employing significantly different implementations of star formation and feedback processes, as well as providing predictions for observers.

Previously, Shen, Wadsley & Stinson (2010) showed that in a Milky Way-analogue simulation, intergalactic medium (IGM) metals primarily reside in the so-called warm–hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) with metallicities lying between 0.01 and 0.1 solar with a slight decrease at lower redshifts. In galaxies of such mass, enrichment of the WHIM by proto-galaxies at high redshift means that the majority of gas is pre-enriched prior to accretion to the central galaxy.

Here, we track the baryon cycle of MaGICC galaxies which span more than three orders of magnitude in stellar mass, and present the inflow and outflow rates of their gas and metals. We show the importance of (a) pre-enrichment, and give an indication of the mass range at which it becomes important, and link it to the existence of an accreted stellar halo, (b) enrichment through gas mixing within the halo itself, both during the first accretion to the disc and during galactic fountain cycles, and (c) enrichment within the disc region itself. First, we present the details of the code GASOLINE and the properties of the simulated galaxies in Section 2. In Section 3.1, we explore the evolution of the inflow rates through the virial radius $R_{\text{vir}}$, and into the star-forming regions (through $R_{\text{vir}}/3^1$), and the metallicities of such inflowing gas. In Sections 3.2 and 3.4, we

---

1 This value is somewhat arbitrary, but is generally a reasonable indication of the region where star formation occurs.
provide the time-scales of gas entering the virial radius, entering the star-forming region, cycling through the galactic fountain, and finally forming stars. In Section 3.5, we examine the evolution of the rates of outflow from the star-forming regions (through $R_{\text{vir}}/8$) and their metallicities. We end by discussing our results and their implications in Section 4.

2 THE SIMULATIONS

The MaGICC simulations were realized using GASOLINE (Wadsley, Stadel & Quinn 2004), a fully parallel, gravitational N-body + SPH code. Cooling via hydrogen, helium, and various metal lines is included, after Shen et al. (2010), employing CLOUDY (v.07.02; Ferland et al. 1998), assuming ionization equilibrium and cooling rates self-consistently, in the presence of a uniform UV ionizing background (Haardt & Madau 1996).

We do not follow the atomic-to-molecular transition. Simulations of dwarf galaxies with H2-regulated star formation and comparable resolution to our low-mass galaxies have been run to $z = 0$ by Christensen et al. (2012). However, the resolution of our most massive galaxies precludes the inclusion of such processes. We prevent gas from collapsing to higher densities than SPH can physically resolve: (i) pressure is added to the gas in high-density star-forming regions (Robertson & Kravtsov 2008), to ensure that gas resolves the Jeans mass and does not artificially fragment, and (ii) a maximum density limit is imposed by setting a minimum SPH smoothing length of 0.25 times that of the gravitational softening length.

The simulations described here are cosmological zoom simulations derived from the McMaster Unbiased Galaxy Simulations (MUGS; Stinson et al. 2010), which use Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 3 (WMAP3) cosmology (Spergel et al. 2007) and follow evolution from $z = 99$ to 0. For SG1 to SG4 (see Table 1), the initial conditions are ‘scaled-down’ variants of those employed in the original MUGS work, so that rather than residing in a 68 Mpc cube, they lie within a cube with 34 Mpc sides (and for dG3, they are scaled down further to a cube with 17 Mpc sides). This resizing allows us to compare galaxies with exactly the same merger histories at a variety of mass scales. Differences in the underlying power spectrum that result from this rescaling are minor (Macciò, Dutton & van den Bosch 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Kannan et al. 2012), and do not significantly affect our results. Certainly, if a statistical sample were being examined, this rescaling may be important, but for the purposes of this study, only small quantitative differences would eventuate.

### 2.1 Star formation and feedback

All simulations use the feedback scheme as described in Stinson et al. (2012, 2013b), which we describe briefly here. Gas is eligible to form stars when it reaches cool temperatures ($T < 15,000$ K) in a dense environment ($n_{\text{th}} > 9.3$ cm$^{-3}$); the latter is set to be the maximum density that gas can reach using gravity – i.e. $3.2 \, m_{\text{gas}} / \epsilon^3$. We note that in all our simulations, stars form at temperatures significantly below the threshold temperature, meaning that it is the threshold density that is critical in determining whether gas is eligible for star formation. Such gas is converted to stars according to a Schmidt law:

$$\frac{\Delta M_{\star}}{\Delta t} = c_{\star} \frac{m_{\text{gas}}}{t_{\text{dyn}}} \tag{1}$$

where $\Delta M_{\star}$ is the mass of the stars formed in $\Delta t$, the time between star formation events (0.8 Myr in these simulations), $m_{\text{gas}}$ is the mass of the gas particle, $t_{\text{dyn}}$ is the gas particle’s dynamical time, and $c_{\star}$ is the efficiency of star formation, in other words, the fraction of gas that will be converted into stars during $t_{\text{dyn}}$. Effective star formation rates are determined by the combination and interplay of $c_{\star}$ and feedback, and so degeneracies do exist between feedback energy and the value of $c_{\star}$. In this study, $c_{\star}$ is ultimately the free parameter that sets the balance of the baryon cycle of cooling gas, star formation, and gas heating.

Two types of feedback from massive stars are considered, SNe and early stellar radiation feedback. SN feedback is implemented using the Stinson et al. (2006) blast-wave formalism, depositing $10^{51}$ erg into the surrounding ISM at the end of the stellar lifetime of stars more massive than 8 $M_\odot$. Since stars form from dense gas, this energy would be quickly radiated away due to the efficient cooling; for this reason, cooling is disabled for particles inside the blast region. Metals are ejected from Type II supernovae (SNeII), Type Ia supernovae (SNeIa), and the stellar winds driven from asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, and distributed to the nearest gas particles using the smoothing kernel (Stinson et al. 2006), adopting literature yields for SNeII (Woosley & Weaver 1995), SNeIa (Nomoto et al. 1997), and AGB stars (van den Hoek & Groenewegen 1997). We trace the lifetimes of stars and SNe and trace elements Fe, O, C, N, Ne, Si, Mg, depositing those metals formed at each timestep into the neighbouring gas particles.

Metal diffusion is included, allowing proximate gas particles to mix their metals, by treating unresolved turbulent mixing as a shear-dependent diffusion term (Shen et al. 2010). Metal cooling is
calculated based on the diffused metals. The impact on the structure of resulting simulated ISM was explored by Pilkington et al. (2011).

Radiation energy feedback from massive stars has been included in our simulations. To model the luminosity of stars, a simple fit of the mass–luminosity relationship observed in binary star systems by Torres (2010) is used:

\[
L = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{M}{M_{\odot}} \right)^4, & M < 10M_{\odot} \\
100 \left( \frac{M}{M_{\odot}} \right)^2, & M > 10M_{\odot}
\end{cases}
\]

Typically, this relationship leads to \(2 \times 10^{50} \text{ erg} \) of energy being released from the high-mass stars per \(M_{\odot}\) of the entire stellar population over the \(\sim 4.5 \text{ Myr}\) between a star’s formation and the commencement of SNeII in the region. These photons do not couple efficiently with the surrounding ISM (Freyer, Hensler & Yorke 2006). To mimic this highly inefficient energy coupling, we inject 10 per cent of the energy as thermal energy in the surrounding gas, and cooling is not turned off. Such thermal energy injection is highly inefficient at the spatial and temporal resolution of cosmological simulations (Katz 1992; Kay et al. 2002), as the characteristic cooling time-scales in the star-forming regions are lower than the dynamical time. Over 90 per cent is typically radiated away within a single dynamical time, meaning that our effective efficiency of coupling radiation energy feedback to the ISM is \(\sim 1\) per cent.

As with other galaxy formation simulations in the literature, galaxy properties are not precisely the same at different resolutions as the same parameters are used (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2012). We aim to retain the same baryon cycle at the different resolutions as this drives the simulated galaxy properties. To achieve this, we adjusted our free parameter \(c_v\), in order to ensure that each galaxy matches the \(M_*-M_{\text{halo}}\) relation at \(z=0\) (Moster et al. 2010).

### 2.2 Turbulent metal diffusion

Galactic inflows and outflows should be turbulent and thus mixing is essential for IGM studies. SPH does not explicitly include diffusion of scalar quantities such as metals, resulting in physically incorrect consequences (e.g. Wadsley, Veeravalli & Couchman 2008; Shen, Wadsley & Stinson 2010; Pilkington et al. 2012). By contrast, Eulerian grid codes mix due to the necessary advection estimates (e.g. Few et al. 2012). To generate similar non-radiative galaxy cluster entropy profiles with SPH as with high-resolution grid codes, Wadsley et al. (2008) include a diffusion coefficient, \(D = C_{\text{Diff}} \Delta v \rho_{\text{SPH}}\), based on the pairwise velocity, \(\Delta v\), at the resolution scale, \(b_{\text{SPH}}\). A coefficient value of the order of 0.05–0.1 is expected from turbulence theory (depending on the effective measurement scale, \(b\)). A conservative choice of \(C_{\text{Diff}} = 0.05\) was sufficient to match the cluster comparison (Wadsley et al. 2008), solving a major discrepancy between SPH and grid codes (Frenk et al. 1999). A similar scheme has been applied to SN remnants (Greif et al. 2009).

**GASOLINE** now uses a more robust mixing estimator (Shen et al. 2010), similar to that proposed by Smagorinsky (1963) for the atmospheric boundary layer. Rather than simply using velocity differences (Wadsley et al. 2008; Greif et al. 2009), the diffusion coefficient is now calculated according to a turbulent mixing model:

\[
\frac{dA}{dr} |_{\text{Diff}} = \nabla(D \nabla A),
\]

\[
D = C_{\text{Diff}} |S_{ij}| \hat{h}^2,
\]

where \(A\) is any scalar. The diffusion expression for a scalar \(A\) on particle \(p\) is computed as

\[
\tilde{S}_{ij} |_p = \frac{1}{\rho_p} \sum_q m_q (v_{jq} - v_{ij} |_p) \nabla_p W_{pq},
\]

\[
S_{ij} |_p = \frac{1}{2} (\tilde{S}_{ij} |_p + \tilde{S}_{ji} |_p) - \delta_{ij} \frac{1}{3} \text{Trace} \tilde{S} |_p,
\]

\[
D_p = C_{\text{Diff}} |S_{ij}|_p \hat{h}^2_p,
\]

\[
\frac{dA_p}{dr} |_{\text{Diff}} = - \sum_q m_q (D_p + D_q)(A_p - A_q)(r_{pq} \cdot \nabla_p W_{pq}) \frac{1}{2} (\rho_p + \rho_q) |\hat{r}_{pq}|^2 W_{pq},
\]

where the sums are over 32 SPH neighbours, \(q\), \(\delta_{ij}\) is the Kronecker delta, \(W\) is the SPH kernel function, \(\rho_p\) is the density, \(r_{pq}\) is the vector separation between particles, \(v_{ij} |_p\) is the particle velocity component in direction \(i\), \(\nabla_p\) is the gradient operator for particle \(p\), and \(\nabla_{p,i}\) is the \(i\)th component of the resultant vector. As the coefficient depends on the velocity shear, it better models the mixing in shearing flows. Where there is no shearing motion between two phases of fluids, such as for compressive or purely rotating flows, no turbulent diffusion is added.

For our fiducial models, we follow the (conservative) choice of Shen et al. (2010), \(C_{\text{Diff}} = 0.05\). We also run two simulations with significantly lower diffusion, \(C_{\text{Diff}} = 0.01\), to test whether this diffusion term is driving our results.

### 3 Results

Table 1 lists the properties of the simulated galaxies, including the mass of gas particles, star formation efficiency \(\epsilon_\text{s}\), metal diffusion coefficient \(C_{\text{Diff}}\), total halo mass \(M_{\text{halo}}\), virial radius \(R_{\text{vir}}\), stellar mass \(M_*\), gas mass \(M_{\text{gas}}\), and R-band magnitude \(M_r\).

We also show in Table 1 the final \((z = 0)\) baryon mass fraction, as compared with the universal value of 0.153, and the fraction of baryons that are ever accreted to within the virial radius. In all galaxies with \(M_{\text{vir}} > 8 \times 10^{10}\), we do not find any indication of prevention of baryons being accreted. Baryons are subsequently ejected from the simulated galaxies, with 50 per cent ejected from SG2 (\(M_{\text{vir}} = 8.3 \times 10^{11} M_{\odot}\)) to 18 per cent of gas ejected from L*G2 (\(M_{\text{vir}} = 7.8 \times 10^{11} M_{\odot}\)). In the two lowest mass galaxies, dG3 and SG1, gas is actually prevented from being accreted across \(R_{\text{vir}}\). In fact, over half the baryons are never detected within the virial radius of the lowest mass galaxy (dG3: \(M_{\text{vir}} = 2.2 \times 10^{10} M_{\odot}\)). This is due to a combination of the UV background radiation and the effect of large-scale outflows affecting accreting gas.

We also show the baryon fraction that accretes to the star-forming region: note that we compare to the universal value expected within \(R_{\text{vir}}\). As is also shown in Table 1, in the lowest mass case, only 14 per cent of the baryons expected within the virial radius actually accrete to the star-forming region. This rises to 78 per cent in SG3 (\(M_{\text{vir}} = 1.8 \times 10^{11} M_{\odot}\)) and 80 per cent in SG4 (\(M_{\text{vir}} = 3.2 \times 10^{11} M_{\odot}\)), before dropping to 69 per cent in L*G2, possibly due to the shock heating of gas in this massive galaxy, which is above the critical mass for shock heating (Dekel & Birnboim 2006). Such shock heating occurs in simulations such as ours (Kereš et al. 2005; Brooks et al. 2009).

The inflows and outflows are all self-consistently modelled in our simulations, so the outflows we measure in this section have been affected by the inflows, and the inflows are indeed affected by the outflows. We present here net inflows and outflows, as well as quantifying the recycling through galactic fountains. The direction
of outflows versus inflows in disc galaxies, and its relation to angular momentum, was studied for these simulations in Brook et al. (2011), which showed the preference for outflows to be perpendicular to the disc while inflows are preferentially in the plane of the disc.

### 3.1 Inflows

In Fig. 1, we show the inflow rates ($M_\odot \, yr^{-1}$) of gas entering $R_{\text{vir}}$ (left-hand panels) and $R_{\text{vir}}/8$ (right-hand panels) for the first time, as a function of time. The rates are broken into four metallicity bins $[Z] < -4$ (blue), $-4 < [Z] < -2$ (green), $-2 < [Z] < -1$ (yellow), and $-1 < [Z]$ (red). The stellar mass at $z = 0$ for each simulated galaxy is shown in the left-hand panels.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Inflow rates ($M_\odot \, yr^{-1}$) of gas entering $R_{\text{vir}}$ (left-hand panels) and $R_{\text{vir}}/8$ (right-hand panels) for the first time, as a function of time. The rates are broken into four metallicity bins $[Z] < -4$ (blue), $-4 < [Z] < -2$ (green), $-2 < [Z] < -1$ (yellow), and $-1 < [Z]$ (red). The stellar mass at $z = 0$ for each simulated galaxy is shown in the left-hand panels.

In the lowest mass case $^2$ (dG3), primordial gas enters $R_{\text{vir}}$ at all times, and most of the gas entering the star-forming region is also primordial. As we move to higher masses, more gas is pre-enriched prior to entering the virial radius of the central galaxy. This pre-enrichment results from the outflows from sub-haloes that have collapsed and formed stars prior to a lookback time of 12.6 Gyr ($z = 5.5$), enriching the IGM from which the central galaxy draws its gas. This finding is consistent with what was found in Shen et al. (2010), who examined a simulation of similar mass as $L^*G2$, with our new study showing that this pre-enrichment is also important in lower mass galaxies, although progressively less so as we move to lower masses. The fraction of primordial gas accreted to the virial radius between lookback times of 12.5 ($z = 5.5$) and 10 Gyr ($z = 2$) goes from 95 per cent for a simulation with $M_\star = 8.9 \times 10^6 \, M_\odot$ to 8 per cent for $M_\star = 3.0 \times 10^{10} \, M_\odot$, as shown in Table 1. It is only in the very lowest mass simulation that sub-halo progenitors are too low in mass to form stars, prevented by the ionizing UV background radiation. In all haloes above total mass $2.2 \times 10^{10} \, M_\odot$, local collapsing overdensities outside the central galaxy result in sub-halo progenitors that form stars and enrich the IGM during the hierarchical build-up of the galaxies.

Inflow rates peak within $\sim$10–12 Gyr ago ($3 < z < 2$), in all cases except SG4, which has a late merger which brings in significant amounts of gas $\sim$8 Gyr ago ($z \sim 1$).

The most important aspect of Fig. 1 is possibly the differences between the inflows through $R_{\text{vir}}$ (left-hand panels) and through $R_{\text{vir}}/8$ (right-hand panels). First, not all gas accreted to $R_{\text{vir}}$ cools to the star-forming region ($R_{\text{vir}}/8$), with values ranging from $\sim$40 per cent in the lowest mass halo to $\sim$70 per cent in the three highest mass cases. The most striking feature though is the difference between the metallicity of gas as it accretes to $R_{\text{vir}}$ for the first time and when it accretes to the star-forming region. The metallicity of the gas has been enhanced during its trajectory through the galactic halo, as it mixes with gas that has been enriched in proto-galaxies and by galactic fountains.

Fig. 2 summarizes the metallicity of the baryons as they accrete and subsequently form stars. The MDFs of the stars at $z = 0$ (blue line) are shown along with the MDFs of the gas from which those stars were born, measured when the gas first accreted to the virial radius of the galaxy (red line) and when it first reaches the star-forming region (green line). Gas with $[Z] < -5$ is taken as primordial and is shown in the plots at $[Z] < -5$. Significant amount of primordial gas is accreted to $R_{\text{vir}}$ in the low-mass galaxies. Pre-enrichment in non-central proto-galaxies is significant in $L^*$ galaxies. The metals contained in the gas particles that were not previously within non-central proto-galaxies have come from mixing due to metal diffusion from metals of the gas pre-enriched in proto-galaxies.

### 3.2 Gas time-scales within the corona and disc

In Fig. 3, we plot as a black line the time taken between crossing the virial radius and accretion to the star-forming region ($t_{\text{vir}}-t_{\text{mem}}$), for gas which subsequently forms stars. For this star-forming gas, we also plot the time taken between entering the star-forming region and the time of star formation ($t_{\text{mem}}-t_{\text{form}}$, red line). Negative values of $t_{\text{mem}}-t_{\text{form}}$ indicate accreted stars. It is interesting (if not surprising) that the galaxies that are massive enough to have accreted stars, all accrete pre-enriched gas even as far back as $z = 5.5$, whereas it is only in the lowest mass dwarf galaxy that stellar...
accretion does not occur, meaning that the surrounding IGM is not enriched and gas is accreted in a pristine state.

As can be garnered from Fig. 3, gas accretes fairly rapidly from the virial radius to the star-forming region, generally in less than 500 Myr, but with a significant tail out to 5 Gyr. Apparently though, this is long enough for some enrichment to occur. The length of time between gas being accreted to the star-forming region and actually forming stars, is broad, reflecting the low efficiency of star formation in turning gas into stars. This allows gas to enrich significantly and relatively uniformly, which results in the narrow MDFs of the stars, as seen by the blue lines of Fig. 2.

Time-scales can be approximated by simple exponential functions, with the exponent of the time taken between crossing the virial radius and entering the star-forming region \( t_{\text{form}} - t_{\text{vir}} \) in Fig. 3, ranging from \(~1\) to \(~1.5\) Gyr\(^{-1}\), with mean \(~1.2\) Gyr\(^{-1}\) and no clear discernible trend with mass (at least within our small sample). The exponent of the time taken between accretion to the star-forming region and forming a star (red line) ranges from \(~2\) to \(5\) Gyr\(^{-1}\), with mean \(~4.3\) Gyr\(^{-1}\) and some suggestion that lower mass galaxies have a shallower slope, but again a larger statistical sample will be required.

### 3.3 Accreted stars

As mentioned above, negative values of \( t_{\text{form}} - t_{\text{vir}}/8 \) in Fig. 3 indicate accreted stars. Few stars accrete directly from sub-haloes, and these generally have low metallicity and make up the low-metallicity tail of the stellar MDF, and mostly end in the low-mass stellar halo. Gas with low metallicity that falls to the disc generally does not form stars straight away (as shown in Fig. 3), so it has higher metallicity (generally) by the time it forms stars. This is why there are few stars with \( \log(Z/Z_\odot) < -3 \), in line with observations, i.e. this is the reason why we do not have a g-dwarf problem in these simulations. The simulations do make a small number of stars with \( \log(Z/Z_\odot) < -3 \).

All simulated galaxies more massive than dG3 clearly show stellar accretion in Fig. 3. The time-scale over which accretion occurs depends on the particular merger history of each galaxy. This is reflected in the fact that SG2 and L’G2 have, by design, the same merger histories and show similarities in the time-scales of star formation for their accreted stars, i.e. the negative values of the red lines of Fig. 3.

### 3.4 Recycling of gas through the corona

Significant numbers of stars are formed from gas that, subsequent to accretion to the star-forming region, cycles back through the halo in a ‘galactic fountain’ prior to eventually forming stars. The fraction of star-forming gas involved in galactic fountains, for our simulation suite, is shown in column 13 of Table 1. Although a larger statistical sample may be necessary to fully investigate the dependence on mass, our study indicates a balance where, in the lowest mass galaxy, only 22 per cent of stars form from gas that was involved in a fountain, presumably because outflows tend to be blown further and do not generally re-accrete. At the other end of the mass spectrum \((L'G2)\), gravity inhibits large-scale fountains of gas reaching beyond \(R_{\text{vir}}/8\), with 18 per cent of stars formed from such gas. It is in intermediate masses where the galactic fountain is most prevalent, with up to 39 per cent of stars forming from gas cycled through a galactic fountain in a galaxy with halo (stellar) mass of \(8.3 \times 10^{10} \ M_\odot \) \((4.5 \times 10^9 \ M_\odot)\). We note that these fractions are sensitive to the chosen radius.
3.5 Outflows

To what degree are metals removed from the star-forming region during a galaxy’s evolution? In Fig. 4, we show the outflow rates (M⊙ yr⁻¹) of gas from the star-forming region — i.e. outflow rates through Rvir/8, as a function of time, corresponding to the amount of metals blown into regions that allow pollution of the infalling gas. The rates are broken up into three metallicity bins: [Z] < −4 (blue), −2 < [Z] < −1 (green), and −1 < [Z] < 0 (yellow). Outflows are significantly enriched with metals, and are enriching the interstellar, circumgalactic, and intergalactic media.

We plot, as a green line in Fig. 3, the distributions of times of the galactic fountain cycle for each galaxy — i.e. the time between leaving the star-forming region and being re-accreted to the star-forming region. In each case, this has a similar distribution to the time-scale for accreting from the virial radius to the star-forming region.

The recycle time-scales can be loosely fitted by exponentials which have exponents within 15 per cent of those of the time taken from the virial radius to the star-forming region, ranging from ~1 to ~1.7 Gyr⁻¹, with a mean of ~1.3 Gyr⁻¹. Somewhat surprisingly, the time-scales of the galactic fountains do not show any strong trend with galaxy mass.

We are not able to resolve the interaction between clouds of fountain gas and the hot corona with the same detail as e.g. Marinacci et al. (2010), where lower metallicity coronal gas becomes entrained with the fountain gas, and thus the inflowing fountain gas has lower metallicity than the outflows. We have simply traced the gas particles which flow out of, and back into, the star-forming region, whilst any gas swept up in this fountain would simply have been included within our accounting of inflowing gas. We do note, however, that the re-accreted gas particles experience a small loss of metals due to metal diffusion during this cycle, indicating that they are mixing with the lower metallicity halo gas through the fountain.

3.6 Mass loading

We can also plot the outflows in terms of the mass loading factor in Fig. 5, which measures outflow rates compared to the star formation rates. First, we note again that outflow rates are sensitive to the radius through which one measures outflows: in Brook et al. (2012a), we showed that the distribution of distances that outflowing gas travels from the star-forming region drops off exponentially. We are interested in the outflows from the star-forming region, as this is what helps determine the availability of gas and metals for subsequent star formation. We therefore have measured the mass loading by determining outflows rates through Rvir/8.

As can be seen, the mass loading factors for the lowest mass galaxies are high, with gas outflowing from the star-forming region at rates that are factors of 100 greater than the star formation rates at high redshift. Mass loadings are galaxy mass dependent and redshift dependent, with the highest mass loadings occurring in the lowest mass galaxies at high redshift. The highest mass simulation, the L* galaxy, has had gas outflows from the star-forming region at rates similar to the star formation rate since z ~ 1.

3.7 Effective yields

The effective yield measures how a galaxy’s metallicity deviates from what would be expected for a closed box model of galaxy formation, i.e. a galaxy with the same gas mass fraction that had evolved without inflow or outflow of gas. A closed box galaxy evolution obeys a simple relationship between gas metallicity and the gas mass fraction. Thus, effective yields place constraints on the baryon cycle, which must have a combination of inflows and outflows of gas and metals that result in matching observed values of effective yields. The effective yield is defined as

\[ \text{yield} = \frac{Z_{\text{gas}}}{\ln \left( \frac{1}{f_{\text{gas}}} \right)} \]
3.8 Effect of metal diffusion

In Fig. 2, we overplot as dotted lines the MDFs for the two low-diffusion runs showing stars at $z = 0$ (blue dotted lines), along with the MDFs of the gas from which those stars were born, measured when the gas first accreted to the virial radius ($R_{\text{vir}}$, red dotted lines), and when it first reaches the star-forming region, ($R_{\text{vir}}/8$, green dotted lines). Gas with $|Z| < 5$ is shown in the plots at $|Z| = 5$. The runs with a low value for the metal diffusion coefficient ($C_{\text{diff}} = 0.01$) are consistent with the results presented previously, where we used the fiducial $C_{\text{diff}} = 0.05$, indicating that the choice of diffusion coefficient is not driving our results. We note that the complete elimination of diffusion leads to unrealistic MDF dispersions, skewness, and kurtosis (Pilkington et al. 2012).

4 DISCUSSION

The flow of gas and metals into, out of, and around galaxies comprises the baryon cycle, which ultimately is responsible for setting the characteristics observed in galaxies today. Any comprehensive theory of galaxy formation must aim for a constrained baryon cycle at its heart. Chemical evolution models attempt to do so by employing spatially resolved abundance patterns, while dynamical models attempt to match galaxy scaling relations, amongst other things. In this study, we have explored the cycle of baryons and metals within a suite of simulated galaxies that match, amongst other things, the baryon cycle. Having been tuned to match the $M_* - \text{M}_{\text{halo}}$ relation (Brook et al. 2012b). Our simulations add energy only locally in star-forming regions, which drives outflows along the path of least resistance (see e.g. Brook et al. 2011). No scaling of outflows with galaxy mass or star formation rate is input by hand, nor is the direction of the outflows. Inflowing gas can penetrate and provide gas to the star-forming regions, even while outflows are occurring (e.g. Brooks et al. 2009). We have traced the infall of gas from $z = 5.5$ to the present day, to the star-forming regions of simulated galaxies that span a range in stellar mass between $M_* = 8.9 \times 10^6 \, M_\odot$ and $3.0 \times 10^{10} \, M_\odot$. We have traced the cycle of gas through the galactic fountain for each of the galaxies, and also shown the rate at which metals are removed from the star-forming region.

We find that the universal baryon fraction accretes to the virial radius in all galaxies with halo (stellar) mass $\geq 8.3 \times 10^{10} \, (4.5 \times 10^{10}) \, M_\odot$. Lower mass galaxies have gas prevented from accreting by the background UV radiation field, and perhaps due to outflows, with only $\sim 46$ per cent of the universal baryon fraction accreting to the virial radius of a galaxy of virial mass $2.2 \times 10^{11} \, M_\odot$. Significant baryonic outflows occur in each simulation, with more outflows in low-mass systems resulting in the baryon content at $z = 0$ monotonically increasing with mass, ranging from 15 to 82 per cent of the universal value in our fiducial runs. Not all the baryon baryonic content within $R$ ever reaches the star-forming region ($R_{\text{vir}}/8$): only 14 per cent of the universal value in the lowest mass case, rising to $\sim 80$ per cent for galaxies with virial mass $\sim 3 \times 10^{11} \, M_\odot$, while the amount of gas reaching the star-forming region in the most massive galaxy ($M_{\text{vir}} = 7.6 \times 10^{11} \, M_\odot$) is lower, 69 per cent; we speculate that this is due to shock heating at the virial radius (see Kereš et al. 2005; Brooks et al. 2009).

None of the simulated galaxies have a significant population of low-metallicity stars, with relatively narrow MDFs at all masses (n.b., see also Pilkington et al. 2012 and Calura et al. 2012). Enrichment of infalling gas occurs in three stages: (i) pre-enrichment in progenitor sub-haloes, (ii) enrichment after accretion to the virial radius but subsequent to accretion to the star-forming region, and (iii) enrichment in the star-forming region.

(i) Pre-enrichment in progenitor sub-haloes. In the very lowest mass halo, there is no star formation within progenitor sub-haloes, and hence only in the lowest mass halo is accreted gas not enriched by sub-haloes, polluting the IGM prior to redshift $z = 5.5$. The amount of gas pre-enriched in this manner is a strong function of galaxy mass. Accretion of pre-enriched gas goes hand in hand with the existence of an accreted halo component.

(ii) Enrichment after accretion to the virial radius but subsequent to accretion to the star-forming region. In all simulations, metals are ejected from the star-forming region, largely to the surrounding hot halo. As fresh gas accretes through the virial radius, it is mixed with the metals of this hot enriched halo. Further, the effect of metals is to decrease cooling times, which has an effect in selecting more metal enriched gas to preferentially accrete from the hot halo to the star-forming region. The result is that gas accreted to the star-forming region is significantly more enriched than gas accreted through the virial radius. The distribution of time-scales for gas crossing the virial radius and passing to the star-forming region is reasonably approximated by an exponential with exponent $\sim -2.2$ Gyr$^{-1}$.

(iii) Enrichment in the star-forming region. Low star formation efficiency in disc galaxies results in a broad distribution in the time that baryons spend between first being accreted to the star-forming region, and then subsequently forming stars. This gas may remain in the star-forming region, or cycle through the hot halo and re-accrete to the star-forming region to form stars (see Brook et al. 2012a). The result is that gas accreted to the star-forming region is significantly more enriched than gas crossing the virial radius. The distribution of time-scales between gas passing to the star-forming region and finally forming a star is reasonably approximated by an exponential with exponent $\sim -4.3$ Gyr$^{-1}$.

(iv) Maintaining low metallicity. Low star formation efficiency in low-mass galaxies, and a low star-to-gas ratio, means that enrichment of the ISM proceeds slowly, allowing low-mass simulated
A significant number of stars in each galaxy form from gas that undergoes at least one cycle through the galactic fountain, ranging from $\sim 20$–40 per cent, with intermediate-mass haloes ($M_\text{vir} \sim 8 \times 10^{10} M_\odot$) having the most such stars: gas in lower mass galaxies has an increasing tendency to be expelled without being re-accreted, while at the more massive end the larger potential well in higher mass galaxies means that gas is not blown as far into the hot halo. The distribution of time-scales for which gas remains within a galactic fountain is similar to that of the time taken from crossing the virial radius to arriving at the star-forming region. As we showed in Brook et al. (2012a), the distance that fountain gas reaches from the centre of the galaxy drops off exponentially. Hence, significantly more star-forming gas could be involved in smaller scale galactic fountains, particularly perpendicular to the disc, in the manner of e.g. Marinacci et al. (2011).
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